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A RE-DEFINED
NETWORK
VIRTUALISING AN IT NETWORK



REFOCUS THE 
RESOURCES OF 
THE IT TEAM
Bristol-based Veale Wasbrough Vizards (VWV) is an award-winning law firm serving 
clients nationwide across an array of sectors. Following a merger with Vizards Tweedie, 
the firm acquired a new office in London, further establishing itself as a fast-growing legal 
practice with strong operations in two of the UK’s major cities.

The IT team had the challenge of delivering a consistent and coherent IT experience 
across the new practice; it quickly became clear that bringing the London office’s 
desktop computers onto the network would pose new and complex challenges.  
Head of IT Mike Cavill explains: “Vizards Tweedie used desktop PCs running on 
a Windows operating system. Whilst some of these were of a decent technical 
specification, some were older, less capable machines. This made cross-business 
consistency hard to achieve.”

The solution proposed by Commercial IT Services was a complete virtualisation of 
the London offices’ desktops, replacing the old Novell system with a modern Citrix 
environment, hosted centrally at the Bristol headquarters. In the short term, to expedite 
the transition to the virtual environment, Veale Wasbrough Vizards used the original 
desktop computers, although later these would be replaced by thin desktop clients  
to further reduce equipment and maintenance costs. 

According to Cavill, the desktop virtualisation programme implemented by Commercial 
had an instant and lasting impact on VWV’s IT operations. Mike comments, “The 
requirement for IT support from our London office has dropped so significantly that we 
have been able to completely refocus the resources of our IT team. We can now seek  
out new projects and improvements, instead of dedicating the vast majority of our 
resources to troubleshooting and helpdesk support.”

“The virtualisation 
programme has increased 
operational efficiency, 
improved productivity and 
unlocked new possibilities.”
Mike Cavill – Head of IT  
Veale Wasbrough Vizards
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By virtualising the desktop infrastructure, VWV also now have the capacity to enable 
all their employees to work remotely. “The most impressive aspect of Commercial’s 
solution is that it has enabled us to completely overhaul our entire IT infrastructure 
without the end user being subjected to any significant change or disruption,” 
explains Mike. “In fact, the only change they’ve experienced has been greater 
freedom, less downtime and a smoother IT operation all round.”

THE FREEDOM AND THE 
RESOURCES TO PURSUE NEW, 
EXCITING PROJECTS
Cavill sums up: “Commercial has been instrumental in helping us to implement 
the biggest change in IT infrastructure in Veale Wasbrough Vizards’ history and the 
benefits to the business have been immeasurable. The virtualisation programme  
has increased operational efficiency, improved productivity, delivered significant  
cost-savings and unlocked new possibilities for our IT team, who now have the 
freedom and the resources to pursue new, exciting projects that can benefit this 
company in the long term.”

A VIRTUALISATION PROGRAMME 
THAT INCREASES OPERATIONAL 
EFFICIENCY AND IMPROVES 
PRODUCTIVITY

 ■ Virtualisation of all desktops

 ■ Liberating IT staff

 ■ Enabling remote working

 ■ No disruptions for end-users

 ■ Increased productivity



CLIENTS WE WORK WITH

Please visit our website to read further case studies: commercial.co.uk

01242 703400
hello@commercial.co.uk
www.commercial.co.uk

COMMERCIAL
BY NATURE

We work with leading legal firms to design innovative solutions that 
balance access and security. Call 01242 703400 and talk to one of 
our experts to discuss how we can help you.


